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Japan will kick off the drive this week to collect old smartphones and other portable gadgets so that they can be turned into medals for the Tokyo 2020 Olympics and Paralympics. The project will be launched on Thursday by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government with the aim of collecting up to 2 million used devices for
recycling. Gadgets like smartphones contain small amounts of precious metals on their chips and circuit boards. The quantities are tiny, but they're valuable enough for a recovery worth the expense. The smartphone case has about 0.048 grams of gold, 0.26 grams of silver and 12.7 grams of bronze. To perform around
5,000 medals, which will be awarded in 2020, organisers will need 10 kilograms of gold, 1230kg of silver and 736kg of bronze. (The amount of gold is much smaller because these medals are covered and not hard gold). The campaign invites citizens to turn on used smartphones, digital cameras, camcorders, audio
players, portable gaming devices, remote controls, electronic calculators, GPS devices, and AC adapters. Although the project will begin small with one collection point at a convenience store in the Metropolitan Government building, it will go public in April when consumers will be able to donate used gadgets at 2,400
stores to mobile phone carrier NTT DoCoMo. Note: When you purchase something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Good news for Olympic athletes, if you whip your iPhone at the Sochi Games, you won't find yourself surrounded by a cadre
of unsmiling officials demanding that you take into account what you've done. I guess you could still find yourself surrounded by a cadre of unsmiling officers at any time during this particular interest for some of the several reasons. But using a smartphone that does not pay for the Olympic stamp of approval is not one of
them. This is a story from Russia, in any case, following reports that apple's iPhone was an unwanted attendee at Friday's opening ceremonies. As we and other sites reported a few days ago, athletes had the impression that if they used the iPhone to capture precious memories of Friday's big event, they would have to
cover up the Apple logo or risk generating anger from the International Olympic Committee and its corporate sponsor (and Apple archenemy) Samsung. But Samsung, speaking to the Guardian, insists that is not true. Samsung did not send this type of action from athletes who attended the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics.
All commercial marketing related to the Games is overseen by the International Olympic Committee (IOC), and Samsung has not been involved in any decision relating to the branding of products used by athletes at the Games. And what the soks have to say about themselves: Athletes can use any device they want
during the opening ceremony, the Olympics organizer told the Guardian. We will take into account that there is no direct contradiction with the athletes need to weave a logo, but let's take the name of the Olympic organizers, they seem reliable. So how would reports of such a ban start in the first place? Perhaps
language barriers can make strongly worded recommendations sound more like edicts. And it's not as if governing sports institutions like the IOC are known for their life-and-let-live attitude to these kinds of things: the same Guardian article also links to a 2012 piece about the IOC's brand of police and its efforts to protect
sponsors at the 2012 Summer Games in London. Moreover, in Sochi, athletes are already facing a number of restrictions – they cannot post videos or audio on social networks so that it does not represent a media company that paid big dollars for broadcasting rights, for example, it was only natural that athletes are
confused about where the draconic dos and not end. We would love to be able to report on whether any athletes were spotted fluttering freely on their iPhones during Friday's opening ceremonies. But we live in the U.S., where the rights holder of the NBC tape delayed the ceremony, which ended hours ago until prime
time. If only there were other ways to stream the Olympics... This story, Apple logo welcome to the Olympics after all? originally published on TechHive. Note: When you purchase something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. The games will
now take place from July 23 to August 8, 2021. The 2020 Olympic games in Tokyo will be postponed to next summer. Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and International Olympic Committee (IOC) President Thomas Bach have agreed to reschedule the Games for next year as the world grapples with a coronavirus
pandemic after a meeting on Tuesday, March 24. Under the current circumstances, and based on the information provided by the WHO today, the IOC President and the Japanese Prime Minister have concluded that the Games from the XXXII Olympics in Tokyo should be rescheduled so far after the summer of 2020,
but no later than the summer of 2021, to protect the health of athletes, all involved in the Olympic Games and the international community, to read a joint statement from the IOC and Tokyo 2020 organising committees. The go-ahead statement also read that they want the world to see Tokyo as a beacon of hope and will
leave the Olympic flame in town until the Games begin next year. The official torch was lit without spectators on the air base on June 20. Following the announcement they later released the official dates for the rescheduled games, which will now take place from July 23 to August 8, 2021. The Paralympic Games will be
held from August 24 to September 5, 2021. The rescheduled event will still be called the Olympic and Paralympic Games in Tokyo 2020. Abe had previously acknowledged that the games may have to be postponed due to a pandemic that has now affected more than 380,000 people worldwide. When it comes to hosting
the 2020 Games, I don't think the world is in any position to do this at this time, Abe said during a parliamentary session on Monday, according to the Japan Times. The announcement follows the exit of Canada and Australia, which announced over the weekend that they will not participate in the games unless they go on
as planned. The status of the Olympic Games, scheduled for July 24 to August 9, has been questionable due to the covid-19 virus in China at the beginning of the year. Factors including training athletes (as some have not been able to do so because many facilities are closed), logistical broadcasting, and ac adjusting
fans from around the world descending after Tokyo's concern leading to the Games. Although Team USA did not officially soak up the Olympic Committee to postpone the Games, pressure has been exerted from certain sports. U.S. Swimming and U.S. Track and Field executives wrote to the CEO of Team USA, asking
the group to defend the postponeable event, according to the Associated Press. Brazil, Norway and Slovenia also demanded that the IOC postpone the games. Good news for Olympic athletes – if you whip your iPhone at the Sochi Games, you won't find yourself surrounded by a cadre of unsmiling officials, demanding
that you take into account what you've done. Apple logo as olympic ringsI mean you could still find yourself surrounded by a cadre of unsmiling officials at any time during this particular interest for some of the several reasons. But using a smartphone that does not pay for the Olympic stamp of approval is not one of
them. This is a story from Russia, in any case, following reports that apple's iPhone was an unwanted attendee at Friday's opening ceremonies. As we and other sites reported a few days ago, athletes had the impression that if they used the iPhone to capture precious memories of Friday's big event, they would have to
cover up the Apple logo or risk causing anger from the International Olympic Committee and its corporate sponsor (and Apple archenemy) Samsung.Samsung, speaking to the guardian insists that is not true. Samsung did not send this type of action from athletes who attended the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics. All
commercial marketing related to the Games is overseen by the International Olympic Committee (IOC), and Samsung has not been involved in any decision relating to the branding of products used by athletes at the Games. And what the soks have to say about themselves: Athletes can use any device they want during
the opening ceremony, the Olympics organizer told the Guardian. We'll take into account that there is no direct contradiction to reports that athletes have to hide up to the logo, but let's olympic organizers take their name – they seem reliable. So how would reports of such a ban start in the first place? Perhaps language
barriers can make strongly worded recommendations sound more like edicts. And it is not as if sports organisations, such as The IOC is known for its life-and-let-live attitude to this type of thing: the same Guardian article also links to a 2012 piece about the IOC's brand of police and its efforts to protect sponsors at the
2012 Summer Games in London. Plus, athletes in Sochi are already facing several restrictions – they can't post video or audio on social networks, so it's a step for a media company that pays big bucks for broadcasting rights, for example – so it was only natural that athletes are confused about where the draconic dos
and don't end up. We would love to be able to report on whether any athletes were spotted fluttering freely on their iPhones during Friday's opening ceremonies. But we live in the U.S., where the rights holder of the NBC tape delayed the ceremony, which ended hours ago until prime time. If only there were other ways to
stream the Olympics... Copyright © 2014 IDG Communications, Inc. Inc.
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